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the gemvision countersketch studio virtual store provides a
comprehensive and up-to-date collection of products that
will help customers find the right product for them, and the
right manufacturer for their designs. users can also create
custom designs that they can upload into countersketch
studio, and then publish to gemvision countersketch studio.
the gemvision countersketch studio virtual store allows
customers to work with not-fitted and fitted jewelry and
gemstones, plus custom jewelry. customers can also upload
their own designs, edit designs, compare prices, and find
out more about a product or manufacturer by reading
customer reviews. countersketch studio 5 has more than
300 000 products for jewelry professionals. it offers a wide
range of services from semi-finished products, not-fitted
jewels and finished jewelry products, as well as custom and
ready-to-wear jewelry and gemstones. the countersketch
tool makes it easy for a retailer to do this because it uses a
library of designs, including beads, pearls, crystals,
swarovski crystals, links and clasps, as well as precious and
semi-precious stones, or objects from the stullers library,
said frank polner, chief executive of stuller. many of the
designs that are typically used in jewellery retail are
available, allowing people to quickly create new jewellery
concepts. before the countersketch tool, most jewellery
designers had to rely on a pencil and paper sketch and
prepare to spend a lot of time on the shop floor to make
sure that they had the right amount of material. in
countersketch, jewellers can create and modify their own
designs by selecting from a library of bead, link and clasp
designs, or by drawing the design themselves. the tool also
allows users to create a virtual model of their ideas, which
can be tested out on a 3d printer.
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Gemvision Countersketch Studio

countersketch is a quick and easy way to build a strong
online presence. we can help your business run more

efficiently, and help your clients easily access the products
they want, in the store or online. countersketch gives you

the ability to customize products for your customers and to
sell on-line in your store or through your e-commerce site.

the technology that countersketch uses is secure and
eliminates the need to install proprietary software on your

client devices. customer self-registration is an easy and
intuitive way to set up and manage your product catalog.
with over 350 3d printers in our database, countersketch

has every configuration you need to make your pieces. you
can design on a tablet and have your model transferred to
the printer at your counter, or you can design on your pc
and view your model on a monitor. or you can design on
your pc, and download your model into countersketch,

which will automatically upload it to the printer. gemvision
uk prides itself on its ability to provide its customers with a
total solution, including the design, printing, and finishing of

their custom jewellery. countersketch is our next step in
providing our customers with world class design, and we
are excited to provide this new service to our customers.

countersketch is a significant upgrade for gemvision.
gemvision has been on the market for 14 years and has

been providing cutting edge design software to the
jewellery industry since it was founded by renowned

designer matthew stuller. with the countersketch streaming
launch, gemvision has raised the bar on digital design

software for the jewelry industry. countersketch has been
developed to streamline and streamline the design process.
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with countersketch, our customers can get creative and
bring their ideas to life without the cost and time of waiting
for a 3d print. most importantly, countersketch brings the

3d printing revolution to jewellery. this is a huge step in the
history of digital design in the jewellery industry. from

stullers 16-year history, he has seen the evolution of the
digital design tools used by the jewellery industry. with the

countersketch streaming launch, gemvision is
revolutionizing the jewellery industry. 5ec8ef588b
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